We investigate the mechanism of spin-lattice relaxation of Er ions encapsulated in polyoxometalate clusters, which below 4 K can only reverse its spin via quantum tunneling processes. The temperature-independent rate −1 is, at zero field, ten orders of magnitude larger than the rates predicted for direct phonon-induced processes. In addition, we observe that −1 is suppressed by external magnetic bias and hyperfine interactions but enhanced by increasing the concentration of Er ions. The observed relaxation agrees with predictions for pure quantum tunneling, showing that this phenomenon drives the thermalization of electronic spins. A possible link between these two phenomena is discussed, involving the collective emission of phonons from particular spin configurations attained via quantum tunneling. The fundamental equations of magnetism, including Curie's law, rely on the ability of magnetic moments to attain thermal equilibrium with the solid lattice. In spite of the progress achieved in studying and manipulating individual spins in solids, 1 the spin-lattice relaxation ͑SLR͒ mechanisms are not well understood yet. An intriguing situation arises, near zero field, for strongly anisotropic spins, e.g., magnetic molecular clusters or rare-earth ions. When thermally activated tunneling processes 2 die out, at sufficiently low temperatures ͑typically T Շ 1 K͒, spins can only flip by pure quantum tunneling ͑QT͒ across the anisotropy energy barrier. Theoretical descriptions 3-5 of QT in the presence of hyperfine couplings and dipolar spin-spin interactions account well for experiments that measure the time-dependent magnetization under such conditions. 6-8 Concerning SLR, a major difficulty arises. It stems from the fact that QT modifies the magnetization but conserves the energy of the ensemble of nuclear and electronic spins. Therefore, equilibrium states might well be reached long after the characteristic time scales of QT. However, a few experiments suggest otherwise. Specificheat studies 10 indicate that Mn 4 and Fe 8 single-molecule magnets ͑SMM͒ attain thermal equilibrium at rates comparable to those found in magnetization relaxation experiments. In addition, NMR experiments on Mn 12 clusters 11 show that the nuclear spin and bath temperatures remain the same down to the neighborhood of absolute zero.
The fundamental equations of magnetism, including Curie's law, rely on the ability of magnetic moments to attain thermal equilibrium with the solid lattice. In spite of the progress achieved in studying and manipulating individual spins in solids, 1 the spin-lattice relaxation ͑SLR͒ mechanisms are not well understood yet. An intriguing situation arises, near zero field, for strongly anisotropic spins, e.g., magnetic molecular clusters or rare-earth ions. When thermally activated tunneling processes 2 die out, at sufficiently low temperatures ͑typically T Շ 1 K͒, spins can only flip by pure quantum tunneling ͑QT͒ across the anisotropy energy barrier. Theoretical descriptions [3] [4] [5] of QT in the presence of hyperfine couplings and dipolar spin-spin interactions account well for experiments that measure the time-dependent magnetization under such conditions. [6] [7] [8] Concerning SLR, a major difficulty arises. It stems from the fact that QT modifies the magnetization but conserves the energy of the ensemble of nuclear and electronic spins. Therefore, equilibrium states might well be reached long after the characteristic time scales of QT. 9 However, a few experiments suggest otherwise. Specificheat studies 10 indicate that Mn 4 and Fe 8 single-molecule magnets ͑SMM͒ attain thermal equilibrium at rates comparable to those found in magnetization relaxation experiments. In addition, NMR experiments on Mn 12 clusters 11 show that the nuclear spin and bath temperatures remain the same down to the neighborhood of absolute zero.
In order to elucidate the nature of the SLR mechanism and its relationship with QT, direct measurements of the SLR rates as a function of temperature, magnetic field, concentration of spins, etc., are clearly desirable. Studying the SLR of molecular nanomagnets at very low temperatures and under weak magnetic fields is, however, a demanding experimental task because tunneling time scales are on the order of days even for clusters made of a few atoms. In order to overcome this difficulty, simpler molecules need to be studied. In the present work, we report the SLR rates of polyoxometalate ͑POM͒ clusters containing individual lanthanide ions. The results evidence that the thermalization of electronic spins is dictated by tunneling fluctuations.
We have chosen as molecular nanomagnet the POM cluster of the salt Na 9 ͓Er͑W 5 O 18 ͒ 2 ͔ · yH 2 O, hereafter referred to as ErW 10 , which behaves as a SMM at low T. 12 It consists of a single Er 3+ ion sandwiched between two POM moieties ͓see Fig. 1͑a͔͒ with a D 4d local symmetry. ErW 10 crystallizes in a triclinic structure with Z = 2 molecules per unit cell. Spin-spin interactions are expected to be very weak, even in the pure compound, because nearest-neighbor distances are Ӎ13 Å. Solid solutions Er x Y 1−x W 10 were synthesized as well, by dissolving together the corresponding amounts of ErW 10 and YW 10 . 13 The magnetic susceptibility of single crystals was measured, above 1.8 K, using a commercial superconducting quantum interference device ͑SQUID͒ magnetometer that enables rotating the sample in situ. The ac magnetic field amplitude was h ac = 4 Oe. Experiments in the region of very low temperatures ͑T Ն 13 mK͒ were performed with a homemade SQUID microsuceptometer 14 operating in the frequency region 0.01Ͻ Ͻ 1 MHz. The sample was an 800ϫ 400ϫ 200 m 3 ErW 10 single crystal, whose anisotropy axis made approximately 42°with respect to the ac magnetic field ͑h ac Ͻ 1 mOe͒. Experiments on diluted compounds were performed on powdered specimens.
The susceptibility of ErW 10 is shown in Fig. 2 . The very large ratio between the susceptibilities measured along the molecular axis ͑ z ͒ and perpendicular to it ͑ Ќ ͒ confirms the strong uniaxial character of the magnetic anisotropy. 12 The spin Hamiltonian can be written, in terms of Steven's operators O n m , as follows:
where the first four terms account for the magnetic anisotropy and the last two describe the interactions of the J =15/ 2 electronic angular momentum with the magnetic field H and with the Er nuclear spin I ͑only for the 167 Er isotope͒, respectively. The gyromagnetic factor g =6/ 5 and the hyperfine coupling constant A J / k B =−6ϫ 10 −3 K. The diagonal parameters B 20 / k B = −1.35 K, B 40 / k B = −1.07ϫ 10 −2 K, and B 60 / k B = 1.07ϫ 10 −4 K have been determined by the simultaneous fit of the equilibrium susceptibility, the specific-heat, and electron-spin-resonance data. 12 The off-diagonal parameter B 44 / k B = 1.8͑5͒ ϫ 10 −2 K has been determined by fitting the SLR rate in the thermally activated regime ͑see below͒. Erbium being a Kramers ion, electronic Ϯm J states of I =0 isotopes ͑77% in natural Er͒ are degenerate at zero field. Below 4 K, the population of excited states above the ground state m J = Ϯ 13/ 2 doublet becomes smaller than one in 10 4 . This cluster represents therefore a model two-level system. z of ErW 10 depends on frequency below ϳ5 K, signaling the "freezing" of the spins by the anisotropy barriers. The blocking is however not complete and not even observable at all for Ͻ 10 Hz. This behavior indicates that the thermally activated spin reversal is gradually replaced, below 4 K, by a temperature-independent relaxation mechanism, as will be confirmed below. To determine, at each temperature, the SLR rate −1 we fit the in-phase Ј and out-of-phase Љ susceptibility data using a Cole-Cole function 15 ͑an illustrative example is shown in Fig. 3͒ . The susceptibility provides the full picture of the magnetic relaxation, from the adiabatic limit S , at 1/ Ӷ , to the isothermal or equilibrium response T , for 1 / ӷ .
Above 100 mK, T follows the Curie-Weiss' law, T = C͑T − ͒ with = −88 mK, showing that these linearresponse experiments measure SLR to thermal equilibrium, and not the spin-spin relaxation within the "spin bath." The low-frequency Ј of ErW 10 attains a maximum at T N =81 mK ͑Fig. 2͒, which marks the onset of long-range magnetic order. The maximum Ј is three times lower than the ferromagnetic limit 1 / N, where N =4 is the demagnetizing factor of a flat single crystal, suggesting that the order is antiferromagnetic ͑AF͒. Above T N , spin-spin interactions give rise to distributions P͑H dip,z ͒ and P͑H dip,Ќ ͒ of, respectively, longitudinal and transverse dipolar fields. The width dip can be estimated roughly from the condition 2g B J dip ϳ k B T N , which gives dip Ӎ 70 Oe. Dipolar fields split the ground-state doublet by the amount ⌬E = ͑⌬ 2 + dip 2 ͒ 1/2 , where ⌬ ϵ g Ќ B H dip,Ќ , is the quantum tunnel splitting, dip ϵ g z B H dip,z is the dipolar bias, and g z and g Ќ are the longitudinal and transverse effective gyromagnetic ratios, respectively. Notice that g Ќ reflects the combined action of the off-diagonal anisotropy terms and the transverse dipolar fields, as follows from arguments based on stationary perturbation theory. 16 Typical values ͑for
−5 K and dip / k B ϳ 0.08 K. Figure 3 shows the SLR rates of the Er x Y 1−x W 10 ͑0.01 ഛ x ഛ 1͒ samples. A thermally activated process, with activation energy U / k B =63͑1͒ K, dominates at high T. This hightemperature behavior is independent of x and, as shown in Fig. 3 , it is well described by calculations made for conventional phonon-induced SLR processes. 17, 18 The saturation of −1 observed below 4 K in ErW 10 , defines the crossover to a pure quantum regime. In this regime, the observed relaxation is no longer compatible with simple SLR models:
17 the rate measured on ErW 10 is ten͑!͒ orders of magnitude faster than the rate of direct phonon-induced transitions. Further, it strongly depends on Er concentration, decreasing by nearly four orders of magnitude between x = 1 and x = 0.01 ͓see also Fig. 4͑a͔͒ . Another intriguing phenomenon is the abrupt drop of −1 near T N . The unconventional character of the SLR mechanism is confirmed by the dependence of −1 on the external magnetic field H, shown in Fig. 4͑b͒ . It does not increase with H, as is expected for a direct phonon-induced process, 17 but instead decreases. As we argue next, the observed SLR agrees with predictions for the tunneling rate ⌫, [3] [4] [5] thereby showing that a direct link exists between these two phenomena. At zero field, only the small fraction of clusters fulfilling the condition ⌬ տ dip can reverse its magnetic moment at any given time. 19 The net ⌫ is then approximately described by [3] [4] [5] 
where
For a Gaussian distribution of bias, P͑ dip =0͒ =1/ ͱ ͑2͒g z B dip , which gives ⌫ ϳ 3 ϫ 10 3 s −1 . ⌫ is independent of T and, more importantly, ten orders of magnitude larger than the rate of direct phononinduced transitions, in fair agreement with −1 Ӎ 1.2 ϫ 10 3 s −1 . The opposite effects caused by external and dipolar magnetic fields ͑see Fig. 4͒ can also be accounted for as follows. The external bias H z blocks tunneling by energetically detuning spin-up and spin-down states ͓notice that
. By contrast, diluting the spins reduces dip , which affects both ⌬ and dip . Taking, as a first approximation, dip ϰ x leads to and increase in ⌫͑H =0͒ ϰ x, in qualitative agreement with the concentration dependence of −1 ͓although experimentally we find −1 ͑H =0͒ ϰ x 2 ͔. Finally, we consider the slowing down observed near T N . In the AF phase, the distribution P͑ dip ͒ becomes narrower and its maximum shifts from dip = 0 toward dip ϳ k B T N , 20 generating a net bias. A curious competition arises: the onset of magnetic order, via QT, turns tunneling itself, as well as relaxation toward the ordered state, progressively slower.
The last ingredient we have investigated is the effect of hyperfine interactions. We have repeated the same experiments on a sample, 167 ErW 10 , enriched with a 95.3% of the 167 Er isotope ͑I =7/ 2͒. Frequency-dependent Ј and Љ broaden considerably. The broadening reveals the coexistence of multiple SLR processes associated with the splitting of the ground-state electronic doublet into an electronuclear multiplet ͓see Fig. 1͑c͔͒ . As shown in Fig. 3 , the ͑average͒ zero-field −1 of 167 ErW 10 is about 4.5 times smaller than the rate measured for ErW 10 . The drastic slowing down of SLR by hyperfine interactions contrasts sharply with the enhancement predicted for spin-phonon processes. 17, 21 It shows also that the fast SLR of the nonenriched sample cannot be originated by cross relaxation 22 with 167 Er spins but must be attributed to QT of ions with I = 0. The isotopic effect can, in fact, be easily reconciled with the idea of SLR via QT ͓cf. Eq. ͑2͔͒. On the one hand, the hyperfine splitting detunes energetically states related by the flip of the electronic spin ͑see Fig. 1͒ . On the other, the tunnel splitting associated with the simultaneous reversal of the electronic and nuclear spins is ⌬ ϳ 0.
Summarizing, the present results show that QT provides a very efficient mechanism for SLR and underline a strong discrepancy between accepted theories and experiments on a fundamental problem ͑at the basis of Curie's law͒. Particularly puzzling is the question of how energy flows from the spins to the lattice. This question was considered in Ref. 9 by assuming that detailed balance holds in QT processes. But even under these conditions, the predicted SLR rate is much longer than ⌫. We speculate that a prominent role can be played by the collective emission of a single phonon by many spins. This possibility had been considered by the early theories of SLR ͑Refs. 17 and 23͒ and recently associated with the "phonon super-radiance" and "phonon-laser" phenomena. 24 Some support for this proposal can be found in the strong dependence of −1 on x ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. The maximum phonon-laser rate is L,max −1 = J͑⌬E / 8បMc s 2 ͒ 1/2 , where c s = 2.3 ϫ 10 5 cm/ s is the speed of sound and M = V, with = 3.411 g / cm 3 the density and V = 3260.8 Å 3 the unit-cell volume. We find L,max −1 Ӎ 10 4 s −1 , a very large rate. QT would enable spins to "visit" energetically equivalent configurations, at a rate of order ⌫. Configurations whose characteristic wave vector q is close to that of the emitted phonon might have sizeable L −1 , 24 thus enabling the spins to exchange energy with the lattice.
Mononuclear lanthanide-based POM clusters are also promising candidates to act as the hardware for quantum information. 12 Our work shows that off-equilibrium conditions, as required for the realization of quantum operations, can be stabilized by diluting the spins or by applying magnetic fields of moderate amplitude.
